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Orgasmic springs from a delicious idea - a book of erotica that explores every possible type of

orgasm. This highly original concept could only have come from the delightfully dirty (and brilliant)

mind of Rachel Kramer Bussel. Oral sensations, digital delights, tricks with toys, and the old bump

and grind are all featured, along with many more imaginative ways to bring a lover to climax. By

taking the reins, one woman finds pleasure on top; an experimental lover discovers ecstasy with a

remote-controlled vibrator; body and soul merge in multiple orgasms through tantric sex. Orgasmic

covers it all, from the familiar to the uncharted, opening up a Pandora's Box of scenarios and

techniques to bring listeners to new heights of pleasure.
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Plot Summary: "Orgasmic: Erotica for Women" has twenty-five stories in a little over 200 pages, and

they all focus on one thing - orgasm from the female perspective. With infinite variety and endless

creativity, the women in these stories find THE ultimate satisfaction with their long-time lovers, new

partners, or illicit assignations. Some women like to be dominated, and some like to be in the saddle

(literally). It's a stunning collection that lavishes all of its attention on women and the ways they

come.It's "Orgasmic" indeed. Some of these stories sent me straight to the moon, and then I drifted

back down to earth only to take off again on the next page. After I finished this book it occurred to

me that I've never read anything that focuses so wholly on female satisfaction. I think men tend to

steal the limelight since they express arousal and orgasm in such a visual fashion. Women know



how to hide it and fake it like pros, and sometimes that works against us, because our bodies are

not simple to decipher, and oh! the frustration when we desperately want someone to break our

code and read us like a book. That happens in "Orgasmic," and it's a glorious

experience."Chemistry" by Velvet Moore starts with the line, "The smell of science makes me

horny." After reading about what happens to a hospital administrator in a laboratory, I can certainly

understand why. The heroine in "Seeing Stars" by Louisa Harte suffers on a camping trip until she

learns that exposing herself in nature can draw forth her primitive side, and every soft breeze or cool

drop of rain is a sensory explosion while making love under the stars. Another couple has stealth

sex in a public place while watching a lunar eclipse in "Moon Tantra" by Teresa Noelle Roberts.

Overall review:I usually enjoy the anthologies that Bussel edits, but this one is too generic for its

own good. Out of twenty-five stories, nine were noteworthy; many of the rest were lesser works by

authors who, in the past, have wowed me with their work. . . but not here. (Every writer, inevitably,

has an `off' story/book or two, so it's not a big deal.)A large part of why I don't like this anthology

that much is that many of the stories are written in an off-putting combination of present tense/first

person point of view [POV], which reads too much like stage direction for me - generally speaking, if

I wanted to read a play, I would seek out a play, not an erotic story anthology.I write that last

criticism with the understanding that my outlook is a personal preference - a preference likely not

shared by (many?) other readers, who will be purchasing this anthology for different reasons. (I read

them as research - I'm a writer.)If you, as a reader, fall into that

don't-care-about-present-tense/first-person-POV camp, check this out. If not, check out Bussel's

other anthologies, which are better than this one - which contain works from some of the same

worthwhile authors.Standout stories:1.) "Fixing the Pipes" - Susie Hara: Humorous role play story

about a married couple, with some surprising darkness.2.) "Paying It Forward" - Kendra Wayne: A

tale with edutainment value (for some, no doubt) - a woman, focused on a-sex, reminisces about an

ex-lover.3.) "The Big O" - Donna George Storey: A woman discovers how to improve her sex life.4.)

"Feet on the Dashboard" - Rachel Green: Fun lesbian tryst piece.5.
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